


Yamaha's t'oundation as a manuJacturer spans more than
a hundred years in a number of specialized fields. Since
the company began as a producer oJ reed organs, it hos
expanded steadily until todag, Yomaha music instruments,
sound reinJorcement gear, music educotion and populartza-
tion programs, motor products, sports equipment, and of
course, audio products, are renowned worldwide t'or their
highly ret'ined pert'ormance. Naturally, the many years spent

in intensiue research and deuelopment in all these fields has
resulted [n o uast and uaried store oJ technology. Moreouer,
the finely balanced interrelationshtp between the many
Yamaha in-house technologies, production facilities and
product groups creates a highly et'ficient network than
makes it possible to achleue optimum quolity and
perJormance in euery product.
Yamoha audio know-how, howeuer, does not stop at
technology. Each and euerg new audio product must face
the most demanding challenge imaginable: the critical ears
of Yamaha music instrument designers. Unless the repro-
duced sound is exactly like the real thing, the product is

not considered t'inished.
Yamaha giues you uast technologg tamed by musical
sensitiuitg - a claim no other audio manut'acturer can
honestly make.

detail how you can use these new functions. For now, su{fice
it to say that with their sophisticated audio features, plus the
capacity to access video tape decks and video disc players,
these receivers are the ideal core units for a total
audio/visual home entertainment system.
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Meet the R-9, R-8, and R-7. A new generation oi Yamaha
Natural Sound AM/FM Stereo Receivers. They maintain the
traditional Yamaha emphasis on uncompromising quality,
operational sophistication, and style, while incorporating
the latest fruits of our research on the frontiers of audio
technology. Unique Yamaha features that have been popu-
larly received in earlier models are still here, such as the

Computer Servo Lock Tuning system, Rec Out Selector,
and Zero Distortion Rule. And we've added some new ones
worth getting excited about: Iow impedance drive, high dy-
namic power, and a new version of our continuously variable
loudness control. If you already know how to identify a great
receiver, we won't have any trouble convincing you. If you
don't, allow us to present 3 sure ways to get to know one.
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As always, Yamaha is looking to the future-especially,
to the new age of audio/visual system integration. These
receivers are equipped with input selectors for two video
sources, a copy function for tape dubbing, and simulated
stereo for adding depth to the mono audio signals which
accompany many video sources. Later, we'll explain in
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Low impedance drive capability is

important for full compatibility with the
wide array of speaker systems available
today, many of which are rated at 6 or 4
ohms, a relatively low-impedance load. lt's
also necessary to ensure adequate perform-
ance under all operating conditions, since
the effective load lmpedance to the amplifi-
er drops significantly when driving multiple
pairs of speakers, and during operation, the
actual load impedance can vary to an even
lower limit due to the characteristics of the
signal itself. If an amplifier is not properly
designed to handle these situations. internal
protection shutoff circuitry will be activated
in response to a low impedance load. The
new Yamaha receivers, however, have a
carefully engineered power supply and pow-
er output stage which ensure that a wide
range of low-impedance speaker systems
can be driven. multiple pairs of speakers
can be driven simultaneously. and fluctuat-
ing low-impedance loads can be easily
handled under "real" operating conditions,
with no danger of premature activation of

the amplifier's protection shutoff circuitry.
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These three receivers are specially designed
to deliver high dynamic power, an important
requirement for accurate reprociuction of
today's digital audio sources. Dynamic power
is a measure of just how much "peak"
power an amplifier has the ability to de-
liver massive power output for transient
musical peaks. With today's wide dynamic
range sources. particularly digital audio
discs, transient peaks can require instanta-
neous power far beyond the minimum
RMS output power capability of an ampli-
fier. and unless the amplifier is specifically
designed and constructed to provide this
kind of power. these peaks will be clipped
Yamaha receivers ensure that enough
power is there, through the use of high-
capacity electrolytic capacitors in the power
supply stage, supported by high-quality
wiring and circuitry throughout. High
dynamic power is even available when
driving a low-impedance load,
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Auto Class A Fewer {ffi-$}
Yamaha's unique Auto Class A Power
circuit provides the R-9 with the unrivalled
reproduction purity of Class A amplification
for those portions of the music signal that
require average power output levels. Exten-
sive research has shown that the vast ma-
jority of all recorded music sources require
very little power output for most of the
music signal. even at high listening levels.
High output power is needed only for the
musical peaks. The Auto Class A Power
circuit takes advantage of this by providing
pure Class A power for up to 5 watts of
output power (into an 8 ohm load) , and
shifting automatically to Class AB operation
only for the duration of brief musical peaks
that require extra power. This resulis in
the extreme accuracy and purity of Class
A operation, plus the high power capacity
and high efficiency of Class AB operation,
an ideal combination of the best of both.
The Auto Class A Power circuit is

switchable with a front panel selector.

Zero Distcrtis:: Rq!le Arnplificatio*
Yamaha's original Zero Distortion Rule cir-
cuit effectively eliminates all distortion pro-
ducts arising in the amplifier stage itself as
a result of transistor non-linearity, thermally
induced distortion, and switching distortion
in a class AB amplification circuit, for an
output signal waveform identical to the in-
put signal waveform. This is performed by
a circuit which compares the shape of the
input waveform to that of the output wave-
form, ihen de{ives a signal exactly matching
that of the difference between the two and
adds it back in at the input stage via a sum-
ming circuit, out of phase and in carefully
controlled proportion to the original signal,
ef.tecliv ely cancellin g any derived distortion
components in the signal, The circuit ope-
rates in real time, so that the output signal
waveform always matches the input signal
waveform, leaving the final output signal
completely distortion Iree. The amount of
distortion reduction achieved is equivalent
to the theoretical application of infinite
negative feedback, a practical impossibility
which can never be achieved, only approx-
imated with conventional applications of neg-
ative feedback. The Zero Distortion Rule
circuit further enhances the performance of
Auto Class A Power, eliminating all switch-
ing distortion in Class AB operation and
all transistor non-linearity and thermal
distortion during Class A operation. Back
electromotive force from the speakers,
another potential source of signal distor-
tion. is also eliminated. The result is

pure, natural music reproduction that
no other amplification system can provide.

New Ccntic!e:*usly Variable
Loudness Ccntr*E
Yamaha's continuously variable loudness
control has long been a highly valued
feature on amplifiers and preamps in
any category. Unlike conventional loudness
controls, which provide a fixed level of low
and high frequency boost when engaged,

Actual Music Waveform Samples Showing Power Content

Julio lglesias "Natalie" lVichael Jackson'Girl is Mine" Dvoiek Symphony No. I
" From the New World"

the internal microprocessor. When weak
signals or those with poor signal-to-noise
characteristics are detected. the internal
microprocessor automatically engages a

PLL tuning circuit which provides signifi-
cantly higher resolution. tuning in fine incre-
ments of 0.01 MHz in FM, and 1 kHz in
AM. This provides maximum tuning preci-
sion for reception of weak distant stations,
or those plagued by interference. In this
way, the New Computer Servo Lock
Tuning System guarantees the highest tun-
ing accuracy over the widest possible range
of broadcast signal quality conditions.

fiec Out Select*r
The Yamaha Rec Out Selector is another
extremely useful feature which greatly ex-
tends the source control capability of the
receiver. It allows you to record one source,
selected by the Rec Out Selector. while
monitoring another, completely independ-
ent source selected by a front panel input
selector. And the Rec Out Selector also
allows you to copy tapes between the two
tape inputs, in either direction, eliminating
the need for complicated re-connections
when dubbing tapes between two decks.

Digital Fine Tua:ing {*-8j*-9}
Extreme tuning precision, independent of
the New Computer Servo Lock Tuning
system, is provided on the R 8 and R-9
with digital fine tuning capability. This
manual fine tuning control allows you to
tune in increments of 0.01 MHz for FM,
and in 1 kHz for AM reception. This is
particularly helpful in obtaining maximum
signal quality when tuning relatively weak
stations interfered wiih by a stronger signal
adjacent to it on the band. Once a station's
fundamental broadcast frequency is tuned

Basic ZDR Circuit Operation

The ZDR drstortion detector separates the disrortion
comporents from the outpul audio srgnal and adds
tnese bac( into the input signar out of pFase.
thereby cancelling the distortion.

A: No ZDR applied. B: Normal applrcation of
Desired signal plus ZDR. Distortion waveform
distortion waveform. cancelled.
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Loudness Control Characteristlcs

the continuously variable loudness control
attentuates the midrange frequencies over a
continuously varying level-dependent curve.
for optimum tonal balance at any setting.
All three receivers offer a newly designed
version of this classic control feature which
is efiective over a wider range of attenua-
tion, from 0 to-40 dB, making it useful at
higher volume settings and over a much
wider range. The response curve has also
been redesigned to provide the most natural
possible response at all listening Ievels. The
versatility of this unique and useful control
is unmatched by any conventional fixed-
level compensation system.

Fiee* Co:nputer Servo Lock Trlniag
Sgstern
Yamaha's New Computer Servo Lock Tun-
ing system is a highly sophisticated two-
stage synthesizer tuning system governed
by microprocessor control. lt consists of an
infinite resolution FM servo tuning circuit,
automatically engaged for reception of
signals with sufficiently high signal sirengih
and signal-to-noise ratio, as determined by



in, the manual fine tuning control lets you
vary the reception frequency point in 0.01
MHz steps (FM) away from the interfer-
ence signal, in either an Up or Down direc-
tion, to eliminate or greatly minimize the
influence of any nearby signal. Shifting the
reception frequency by fine increments
in this way allows you to
obtain the best possible
signal-to-noise charac-
teristics when tuning
under these dlfficuit
conditions. The tuning
process is aided greatly
by a 10-segment signal
quality meter, wl-fich
provides an accurate
representation of the
signal-to-noise ratio
of a station received.
The visual display tells
you when the ideal

reception point has been reached when us-
ing the manual digital fine tuning control.
Enhanced rejection of intermodulation dis-
tortion and beat interference. and improved
AM reception quality are also made possi-

ble by this advanced tuning control system.
The digltal fine tuning reception frequency

point is also memorized when making
station presets. so the exact same tuning
conditions will be maintained every time
the station is received.

FM Alternate Channel
Selectivity
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Fine Tuning Use Example

The photo represents two adjacent broad-
cast signals. lnterfering signal ', at 98.1
MHz, 80 dBf, having 40 kHz deviation, and
the desired signal -_Z at 98.3 MHz. 40 dBf.
also having 40 kHz deviation.
Obviously, we want to receive the desired
signal @ with as little interference from
the neighbouring strong signal @ as possi.
ble. The Yamaha Fine Tuning system lets
us achieve the best possible reception, as
shown below.
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The lollowing photos show the signal waveforms at successive 10 kHz steps,
tunable using the Yamaha Fine Tuning system.

Normal tuning at 98.30 MHz
(the lrequency of the
desired signal) results in ex-
treme distortion caused by
the strong interfering signal.
The signal will be monaural
and the signal quality meter
will not light.

Moving up one 10 kHz step
to 98.31 MHz with Fine Tun-
ing does improve the signal,
but it is still highly distorted
and will be received in
mono. The signal quality
meter will not light.

Tuning to 98.32 MHz pro-
duces a drastic improve'
ment in the quality of the
desired signal, b0i it will
still be received in mono
and the signal quality meter
wiil not light.

At 98.33 [.4H2 we get an

extremely high qualitY
monaural signal with onlY

0.1 % distortion. The lirst
2 segmenls ol the signaL
quality meter will light.

Finally, at 98.34 MHz we get
the best possible stereo
reception of the desired
signa!. Distortion is only
0.5%, and the f irsl 4
segments of the signal
quality meter wilt light.

At 98.40 MHz we have gone
too far, reverting to a mono
signal of significantly
degraded quality. The tirst 2
segments of the signal
quality meter will still light.

(B)



Aelte DH T*ning
When a weak signal is received, or if a

noisy signal caused by interference is

received. the tuner section should have
high selectivity to reject outside interference
and provide clear reception. When a strong
station is received, the iuner should have
low selectivity as this provides more ac-
curate, distortion-free music reproduction
and enhanced stereo separation. Conven-
tional tuners have a constant selectivity
value-a compromise which provides ade-
quate, but hardly ideal reception under
most conditions. The Yamaha Auto DX cir-
cuit incorporated in the R-9 and R-8 over-
comes this drawback by setting IF amplifier
selectivity to DX (high selectivity) or Local
(low selectivity) depending on the quality
of the received signal. The tuner is thus
automatically optimized for both weak and
strong stations, providing the best possible
performance under all reception conditions.

1S-Segrnerxt Signal Q:lality Meter
The newly designed signal quality display
found on the R-8 and R-9 provides a
genuinely meaningful display oi not just
signal strength, but signal quality when iun-
ing in both the AM and FM modes. And
the difference is significant. The sloped,
10-segment display provides an accurate
visual reference o{ actual signal-to-noise
characteristics of the station being received,
lighting in succession as signal quality im-
proves. When the highest point on the
display illuminates, you know that the best
possible ratio Uetween signal strength and
noise has been reached, for maximum
reception quality. This is particularly impor-
tant when using the dlgltal fine tuning con
trol, since it confirms the ideal reception
frequency point with an easy to read
graphic display.

16-Statii:n Kandorn Freset Tamixrg
Wlth thls computerized system, any com-
bination of 16 stations, AM or FM, can be
preset in any order for insiant pushbutton
tuning. For people living in areas where
the airwaves are crowded with a wide

variety of program listening possibilities,
this gives you the quickest access to all
your favorite stations, without having to
tune back and forth across the dial until
you find the program or station you'd like
io hear. The front panel preset keys will
each hold two stations, easily entered in a

simple, two-step process, and memory
backup keeps your staiion settings in
memory for up to a whole week whenever
the tuner is unplugged.

Indepe*d*r:t Speaker &1'Ele $ele*tiErr:
{e-s}
Up to three different sets of speakers can
be driven simultaneously, independently,
or in any combination, permitting a wide
range of paired or multiple speaker con-
figurations for expanded listening pleasure.
This allows you to drive two remotely locat-
ed speaker pairs together, or to drive a
dual speaker pair setup in a single listening
environment, {or more listening flexibility.

lUirelsss H*E:aclte eer:trotr {$tasdard
ci/ith ffi-9, *pti*aal eu;tfu R-S)
Infrared remote control allows the user to
control all receiver functions from across
ihe room for unsurpassed ease
of operation. The receiver's
voiume knob moves in
accordance with the
signal from the con-
troller, for visual
confirmation
of volume
level setting from
across the room,

Accessery {}retg:*t L*sel {H-&/E{"S}
While graphic equalizers and other sound
processing components are being added to
many stereo systems, the circuit has to be
rerouted through a tape deck loop with
most receivers. This is not only trouble-
some to set up, but also wastes an output
terminal. With the R-8 and R-9, a separate
accessory output loop allows connection of
such signal processing components without
wasting a tape deck loop.

E-arge fl$igitni Fre<gu*a'xcg *i*trt ag
The irequency display on each new receiv-
er is large and clear, providing visual con-
firmation of the station tuned in, even fuom
across the room. This is especially useful
when tuning with the remote control unit.

*€F{g$e rf;ATqjffis5
oAuto up/down tuning rlast station
memorY .MM/MC cartridge selector
rCenter defeat tone controls for bass,
midrange. treble

'.' . . . .' .':'l
Tone Control Characteristics
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Videc Input Seleetors
The R-8 and R-9 allow you to integrate
separate audio and video systems into a

full-scale audio/visual home entertainment
system, with high-fidelity reproduction of
video sources in stereo. Rear panel input/
output terminals are provided for both the
video and audio signals of two separate
video sources, and one-way dubbing of
both the video and audio signal is possible.
Thus you can, for example, connect two
video tape decks, or a video disc player
to one input and a video tape deck to the
other, for one-touch tape-to-tape or disc-
to-tape dubbing. Audio inputs and outputs
are provided in stereo for both video
sources, for full compatibility with today's
high-fidelity stereo video units. Monaural
video tape decks may also be used.

Sixreple to eoraneet, Sin:ple to Operate
Connecting a single video tape deck or
video disc player is a simple and trouble-
free operation. The terminals are standard
RCA pin plug terminals, similar to those
used on all your audio components. All
you need to do is connect the Video and
Audio Out terminals of the video compo-
nent to the R-9lR-8 rear panel Video 1

or 2 and Audio In terminals, make sure
the Mono,/Stereo selector on the receiver's
rear panel is corre;:tly set. and connect the
R 9/R-8 Video Out terminal to the moni-
tor's Video In. If your monitor has an RCA
Video In pin plug, you can make this con-
nection directly, but if you are using a stan-
dard home TV, you may need to purchase
an adaptor. Once these connections are

made, all you need to do to operate the
system is press the receiver's front panel
Video input selector, press the Video 1 or
Yrdeo 2 selector, turn the monitor on, and
start playback. The audio signal from your
video source can be controlled from the
R-9lR-8 front panel.

*arbbins $,ith Two Video Sourees
If you connect two video components, you
will be able to copy tapes unidirectionally
from Video 1 to Video 2. Connect up the
system in exactly the same way as if you
were using a single deck, but connect the
monitor to the Video Out terminal of the
Yideo 2 source. To copy a program, just
press the Video 1 and Video 2 selectors
on the front panel, set the Video 1 tape
deck to the Rec mode, and begin play-
back. Dubbing will then take place automat-
ically-there will be no need to use the
receiver's tone or volume controls. The
R-9lR-8 is also able to accomodate the
latest HiFi video tape decks. In this case,
you need make a simple reconnection of
ihe audio signal ierminals of the video deck
to one of ihe Tape Line In terminals.

Sirnrulated Stereo Circcrit
A simulated stereo circuit in the R-8 and
R-9 dramatically improves the depth and
imaging of a monaural audio signal from
video sources, AM broadcasts, or TV
broadcasts. This effect recreates the dra-
matic "live" sensation experienced in a

theatre or auditorium right in your own
home, greatly enhancing the impact of
monaural sources. The simulated stereo ef-

fect is achieved with the use of a care{ully
designed comb filter with an optimally
determined number of bands, band fre-
quencies, and bandwidth configuration,
resulting in the most natural response
possible.

Synamic Noise CancelEer
The Dynamic Noise Canceller is an exclu-
sive Yamaha noise reduction system that
effectively increases the signal-to-noise ratio
of any program source, particularly useful
in combination with the simulated stereo
circuit applied to monaural sources. Unlike
conventional "dual process" noise reduc-
tion systems, no encoding or decoding
takes place, so it works with any program
source. The entire circuit is contained in a
special Yamaha-developed integrated cir-
cuit, for extreme stability and reliability.
A sliding low-pass filter is employed to
automatically follow the upper limit of pro-
gram frequency content and filter out any
noise above its highest frequency, while
any noise within the program source itself
is eliminated by a psychoacoustic effect
known as "masking". The result is excep-
iionally quiet, noise-free reproduction with
all sources, particularly those likely to have
a large amount of high-frequency noise.
such as monaural video and television
broadcast signals. When used in combina-
iion with the simulated stereo circuit for
such sources, the result is dramatically
noise-free, life-llke sound. The Dynamic
Noise Canceller circuit is also particularly
effeclive with noisy cassette tapes and FM
broadcasts.

1:



=-7: MAXTMUM QUALITY IN A VERSATTLE AT.TERNATIVE
Lour Impedance Drive eapability
The low impedance drive capability of
the R-7 allows you to drive two sets of
speakers simultaneously or use low im-
pedance speaker systems without receiver
shutoff of system damage. This means that
an extremely wide range of speakers can
be driven.

High Dynamic Power
High dynamic power gives the R-7 the
capacity to deliver large volumes of power
in response to transient peaks, and to re-
produce the fu{l dynamic range of today's
high-quahty music sources, in particular
digital audio discs. The R-7's high-capacity
electrolytic capacitors in the power supply
stage and quality circuitry ensure that
peaks are never clipped or distorted.

Output Power vs Speaker Impedance

R-7
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Oynamic Power
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New Continuously Variable Loudness
Control
This popular and proven feature has been
redesigned with a new response curve
more closely matched to human hearing
characteristics for the most natural sound
possible. lt features an even wider range of
attenuation than before, to -40 dB. mak-
ing it effective over a very wide range of
volume control.

fiec Out Selector
The R-7 also features a useful Rec Out
Selector which greatly extends its source
control capability. lt allows you to record

one source while monitoring another in-
dependent source, selected by a front
panel input selector. The Rec Out Selector
also allows you to copy tapes between the
two tape inputs, in either direction, without
the need for complex re-connections.

New Computer Servo Lock Tuning
Sgstem
The R-7 is equipped with a new Computer
Servo Lock Tuning system, consisting of
an infinite resolution FM servo tuning cir-
cuit for normal tuning conditions, and a
PLL circuit for reception of weaker stations.
Microcomputer control selects the appropri-
ate mode automatically. The high precision
PLL tuning circuit provides extra stable
reception of weak broadcast stations.

Auto DX Tuning
When a weak signal is received, or if a
noisy signal caused by interference is re-
ceived. the tuner section should have high
selectivity to reject outside interference and
provide clear reception. When a strong
station is received, the tuner should have
low selectivity as this provides more accu-
rate. distortion-free music reproduction and
enhanced stereo separation. Conventional
tuners have a constant selectivity value-a
compromise which provides adequate, but
hardly ideal reception under most condi-
tions. The Yamaha Auto DX circuit incorpo-
rated in the R-7 overcomes this drawback
by setting IF amplifier selectivity to DX
(high selectivity) or Local (low selectivity)
depending on the quality of the received
signal. The tuner is thus automatically op-
timized for both weak and strong stations,
providing the best possible performance
under all reception conditions.

1O-Segment Signal Quality Meter
This new meter gives a signal quality
dlsplay designed to reflect not just signal
strength, but actual signal-to-noise charac-
teristics of the received signal. The sloped,
10-segment display provides an extremely
useful visual aid when tuning to achieve

the best possible signal reception quality.

16-Station Random Preset Tuning
With this newly developed computerized
system, any combination of 16 stations,
AM or FM, can be preset in any order for
instant pushbutton tuning to your favorite
stations. What's more, the station status
memory includes DX,/Local/Auto DX and
stereolmono settings, along with the preset
frequency, for optimum tuning convenience.

Independent Speaker A/B Selection
Two dif{erent sets of speakers can be driven
simultaneously, independently, or in any
combination, permitting a wide range of
paired speaker configurations for expanded
flexibility and listening pleasure.

Large Digital Frequency Display
The frequency display on each new re-
ceiver is large and clear, providing visual
confirmation of the station tuned in, even
from across the room. This is especially
useful when tuning with the optional
remote control unit.

Optional Wireless Remote Control
lnfrared remote control allows the user to
control all receiver functions from across
the room for unsurpassed ease of opera-
tion. The receiver's volume
knob moves in accordance
with the signal from the
controller, for visudrl
confirmation of
volume level
setting from
across the
room.

Other Features
oAuto up/down tuning .Last station
memorY 'MC/MM cartridge selector
oCenier defeat tone controls for bass and
treble .lndependent speaker A/B selectors
.Built-in subsonic filter
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Natural Sound AM/FM Stereo Receiuers

trl.S/Fl.Si trlry SPECTFI CATIOIqS

R-9: Minimum RMS Output Power per Channel: 125 Watts (8 ohnns) lrom 20 to 20,000 Hz at no more than 0.015% Toial Harmonic Distortion
R-8: Minimum RMS Output Power per Channel: 85 Watts (8 ohms) from 20 to 20,000 Hz at no more than 0.0150/o Total Harmonic Distortion
R-7: Minimum RMS Output Power per Channel: 65 Watts (8 ohms) lrom 20 to 20,000 Hz at no more than 0.0150/o Total Harmonic Distortion

R-7

AUDIO SECTION

1 k1z, 81412 ohms 180/280/360W 130/190i200W 1A1t144t17AW

Dynamic Headroom (B ohms) 1 58 dB 1.84 dB 1 I dB

Power Bandwdth

FM SECTION

T

50 oB OL|F. nq Selshvti (lHF)

75 ohms, mono 1 5 pV (14.8 dBl) - 1 55 rV (15.1 dB0

slereo 20 rV (37.3 dBf) e 21 pV (31 7 dBl)

l0 to 5O.0O0 Hz to 50 000 Hz 10 ro 50 000 Hz
(0.10lo THp) (0.080/0 THD) (0.10/0 THp)

Damping Factor (B ohms, 1 kHz) 60 - 50
lrou_ Sersir vry/lnpeda_ce

Phono MC 160 rvl220 ohms -

30 dB Ou etifg 75 ohms 0.75 rV (B.B dBf) - 0.8 rV (9 3 dBD

lmage Response Rano 40 dB - -
lF Besoonse Fatio 90 dB

70 dB

Phono MM 2.5 mV/47 k ohms AM Suppression Rat o 55 dB

150 mv/4/ k ohms

150 mV/47 k ohms

lnput Sensit vity (New HF)

Phono MC 17 pY * 2A pY

A .erna:e C'a_nel Selec , iy

DX SsdB -
27 nV 031 mV

16.3 mV 186mV mono/siereo 85 dB/81 dB

Max mum lnput Level Harmonic D stodon (mono)

Loca 100 H2

110 mV 1 kHz
6 kHz

Bec Oui Harmonic D stodon (stereo)

Headphone Jack Local, 100 Hz

Impedance

6 kH2

I kHz O.A7a/o

0 I 5o/o

20 to 20,000 Hz, +0/-0 3 dB +0.5/-0 5 dB Local. 50 Hz

RIAA Equal zation Devial on I kH, 50 dB
ta 20,u0u Hz

to 20,000 Hz, Phono MM

10 to 100 000 Hz. Phono M[/ BIAA _I

Hz)

to Rec Out. 3 V 0.0050/o tlsable
24 dBPhono MM to Bec Out, 3 V 0.003o/o

ryrdFo..ape.

8 ohms)

Vdeo lo Sp Our Larr Raled Power 0 02o'o (8 olns) Spur ous Fesponse Rato

CD^/ldeo/Tape Hali Rated Power 0.010/0 (8 ohms) -
Signai to Nose Ratlo (lHF-A.Netoolk)

Phono MC iSoO pV,

mV, lnpul

Dimens ons (Wx H x D) 435x 151 x423 mm 435x126x2BB5mm
11/ 1t2 \6 \ (1/112 \5 v11318))*
I 2 hq (26 lbs ll (24 lbs 3 az 66 kq (14 bs I oz

Phono M\,,1 755d8

Norse (lHF.A.NeMork)

Tone Control Characterstcs

350 Hz

Treble boost/cut +10 dB (20 kHz)

lurnover Iequency
Mid control +12 dB (1

center lrequency 1 kHz *
Flller Characterlstics

Low (Subsonrc) 10 Hz ( 12 dB/oct)

Continuous Loudness Control
(Level related equal zation)

Aflen!atron (1
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